Junior Tester/Analyst
We're looking for:
A candidate who will start journey as a member of the test team, to familiarize with
Temenos core banking system, methodology, functional requirements and decide in the
future to follow either testing or analytical path. Experience of the candidate is not
required, we will teach you everything.

Requirements:

Fluent in English, both written and spoken;
Strong communication and analytical skills;
Willingness to learn new systems and processes;
Willingness to travel in the future;
Basic understanding of information technology, cloud-native and banking solutions.

Nice to have:

Experience in banking industry, business analysis or IT analysis;
Basic knowledge of testing methodologies;
Basic knowledge of database design ;
Knowledge of modelling languages such as UML and BPMN ;
Experience with SDLC and team cooperation tools (JIRA, HP ALM, Git, Conﬂuence,
SharePoint, etc.)
Experience with Temenos Transact (T24) or any other core banking system.

Your future role
Starts in test team to learn from our experts the Temenos Transact (T24) core banking
system and becomes subject matter expert in chosen domains;
Participating in all stages of core banking implementation projects (on-premise as well
as cloud-native solutions);
Being continuously attentive to details and maintaining highest quality of project
deliverables.

What we oﬀer
Choice of career path – being a tester or an analyst in IT and banking;
Practice and solving real business cases;
Involvement in a variety of tasks than constant work with Excel;

Getting to know advanced IT solutions rather than listening about them in the lectures;
Analysing customer needs and providing customized solutions rather than restorative work;
Opportunity to develop your business, technical and soft skills with additional access to
extensive number of trainings;
Possibility to get valuable core banking and cloud certiﬁcates with paid gratiﬁcation;
Flexible working hours with possible breaks for studies;
Work in a dynamic, international business service environment;
Opportunity to take part in international projects and travel all around the world;
Excellent work atmosphere.

